
 

Experience 

Frontend Tech Lead
SingularCover.                                                               February 2021 - 
Present

I currently working as a Frontend Team Lead, first thing I did was to break 
the monolith, creating our own  component catalog and creating our own 
architecture library, this allow us to only use the react project for the UI, for 
this project we decide to use react context because our  we need to access 
the data in specific point even though the components are unmounted. The 
architecture library allow us to communicated with differents api’s like 
Contentful and Phrase. 
 

Tech Lead and Senior Application Architect
Atmira Espacio de Consultoria                                   May 2018 - February 
2021

Frontend Team Lead for the new Online Banking of AndBank, this a new 
project with five developers where we have to create a new frontend using 
Reactjs, Redux with SAGA, TypeScript, the React Testing Library and 
Material-UI.

Also I was Working as Frontend Team Lead of Sirec platform with a team of 
12 developers; Sirec is a multilanguage debt recovery software own by 
Atmira. In this project we had to reengineering the frontend using the micro-
frontends concept , where every micro-frontends is created with Angular 9 
as main framework.

I was part of the Silk team (CaixaBank) to develop the new frontend 
architecture for CaixaBank. This new architecture apply new concepts like 
micro frontends and new technologies like web components using Stenciljs. 
Our duty was to design, architecture and develop the core modules like, 
communication, authentication, internationalization, etc. All of this to help 
developers to migrate current CaixaBank apps to new micro frontends using 
react and web components

Frontend Developer
Userzoom                                                                    February 2017 - 
March 2018

I was working in the new analytics version of Userzoom with a team of 4 
members; this is a new web application made from scratch. I was a little 
involve in the backend using Scala and Play Framework, with this 
technologies we made the analytics API, but my main duties was the 
development of the new analytics UI using the React, Redux ecosystem. 
Also, I was in charge of the development of a Tableau Web Data Connector, 
with this web application, the user can handle the data in a different way like 
the analytics interface allow them.

Education
 
Computer Science Engineer - Universidad Alejandro de Humboldt, 
Caracas, Venezuela 
Computer Science Superior Technician - Instituto Universitario Jesús 
Obrero, Caracas, Venezuela 

Skills  
React 
Redux 
Redux Saga 
Stenciljs 
WebComponents 
VanillaJS 
NodeJS 
Ruby on Rails 
MS SQL 
JQUERY 
MS Dexterity 
GIT 
HAML 
CoffeScript 
MongoDB 
Postgresql 
Cassandra 
REDIS 
SCRUM 
GCCloud 

Languages 
Spanish – Native 
English – Fluent 
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